APPENDIX B

FIRE CALL TYPES

A2 = Alert 2:
Reported problem aboard any aircraft inbound to LVIA; Reported by the LVIA tower.
A3 = Alert 3:
Aircraft down/crash which occurs at LVIA; Reported by the LVIA tower.
AIR = Aircraft Down:*
Crash or downing of a civilian or military aircraft
ASSIST = Assistance Call:
Request by an agency, in or out of County, to have an officer assist their department when
an incident has not previously been generated.
BURN = Controlled burn or burn complaint:
Information received pertaining to a controlled burn, or complaint of a controlled burn.
CO1 = Carbon Monoxide (No Symptoms):
Any report of Carbon Monoxide whether reported via Alarm or Person, where there is no one
reported to be having symptoms consistent with Carbon Monoxide poisoning.
CO2 = Carbon Monoxide – With Symptoms:
Two or more individuals involved in a physical confrontation.
FIRE = Unknown Fire:*
Unknown type fire. To be re-coded on updated information.
FIREA = Fire Alarm:
Automatic fire alarm, smoke detector, or water flow alarm activation either reported by a
monitoring company or by a person.
FIREB = Brush/Forest Fire:*
Fire burning in vegetation that is predominantly shrubs, brush and scrub growth and an
uncontrolled fire in a wooded area
FIREC = Commercial Structure Fire:*
Offices, Small Retail Stores, Restaurants, Multiple-occupancy (Shopping Centers), Wholesale
houses, Storage warehouse, Gas Stations

FIRED = Dwelling Structure Fire:*
Single-family homes, multi-family homes, apartments (less than 5 units), manufactured
homes
FIREHO = High Occupancy Facility Fire:*
Hospitals, schools, churches, Apartment buildings (with more than 4 units), care faculties
(adult and children). Day care facilities (adult and children) hotels, motels, dormitories and
any other places of assembly
FIREI = Industrial Structure Fire:*
Textile/fabric works, Metal works, wood works, food products, chemical works, flammable
liquids and gases, lumber yards, railroad property, bulk oil/gas storage, public garages,
electrical generating plants, Land fills, sewer/water works
FIRER = Rubbish/Trash Fire:*
A fire of waste material including, but not limited to, garbage, waste paper and debris from
construction or demolition. I.e. Dumpster fires.
FIRES = Structure Fire: *
Detached garages, sheds, barns, accessory structure and any structure that does not fit any
of the following classifications: FIREC, FIRED, FIREI, FIREHO
FIREV = Vehicle Fire:*
Car, Trucks, ATV, Boat, Motor Homes, Travel trailers, Camping trailers, large trucks, Trailers
and any other Vehicle
FIREW = Wire/Pole Fire:*
Electrical wires, Phone wires, Cable, Fiber, Pole to included facilities attached or not
attached to a pole, i.e. Substations or ground facilities (does not include facility inside of
any structure)
FLOOD = Flooding Conditions:
Any report of flooding conditions, whether it’s on a roadway, outside the banks of a natural
waterway, or rapidly increasing in depth inside a structure.
KNOX = Knox Box Release:
Any request of a Knox Box Release by a unit who is not already assigned to another
incident.
LZ = Setup Aircraft Landing Zone:
Request to setup Aircraft landing Zone, Medical, Police, Military or civilian.

MVAI = MVA with Injuries:*
Any Motor Vehicle Accident with injuries, Vehicle vs. Vehicle, Structure, or Person
MVARUN = Hit & Run MVA – non-injury:*
Motor vehicle accident – non-injury involving hit and run.
MVAU = MVA with Unknown Injuries:*
Any Motor Vehicle Accident reported where the complainant(s) cannot confirm if there are
any injuries. Including Motor Vehicle vs. Vehicle, Structure/Object, Person, etc
ODOR = Odor / Other than Smoke:*
Any Odor reported other than smoke, outdoors only, including Natural Gas, Fuels, etc.
(Note: Any report of an odor of Natural Gas, Fuels, Etc. Indoors, should be coded as a FIRE
consistent with what type of structure it is reported to be in.)
PUMP = Pump Detail:
Any request for a Pump Detail due to water inside a residence, business, or other structure.
RES = Rescue (Type):*
Any rescue not defined more clearly in any other specified type of Rescue.
RESCS = Confined Space Rescue:*
Any rescue due to building/structure collapse, trench rescue, etc.
RESE = Elevator Rescue:
Any rescue from an Elevator due to malfunction of an elevator wherein persons are
entrapped.
RESIF = Industrial/Farm Rescue:*
Any rescue from machinery, whether it be Farm Equipment, Construction Equipment, or
Manufacturing Equipment. (Note: If a person is not trapped in, or no longer trapped in said
equipment and there are injuries reported, call should be coded as ALS or BLS.)
REST = Terrain Rescue / Search & Rescue:
Any rescue of a nature that would involve high-angle, or terrain rescue, or any rescue of
person(s) attempting to be located in wildlife/nature setting.
RESW = Water / Dive Rescue:
Any rescue from Water (lakes, rivers, ponds, pools, quarries, etc.), whether it be due to
vehicle into water, divers, swimmers, overturned boats, etc.

SMOKE = Outdoor Smoke Investigation:
Any report of Smoke, visible or odor, outdoors only. (Note: Any report of smoke, visible or
odor, indoors, should be coded as a FIRE consistent with what type of structure is reported
to be in.)
SPILL = Spill (Type): *
A “spill” or exposure of any material(s) (gas, liquid or solid) of any quantity which pose a
hazard or potential hazard to the environment, or create a [potential] biological risk or
hazard; any hazardous materials incident. i.e.- Gasoline, Mercury, Magnesium.
TREE = Tree Down:
Any report of a tree down where it does not involve downed wires.
*See recommended dispatch procedures, as in some jurisdictions may not require a fire
response.
WIRE = Wire (General Problem):*
Any report of a problem with a wire, electrical, cable, phone, etc. wherein the wire is not
downed or reported to be arcing, sparking, or on fire.
*See recommended dispatch procedures, as in some jurisdictions may not require a fire
response.
WIRED = Wire Down:*
Any report of a downed wire, electrical, cable, phone, etc. wherein it has been detached
from one source or another, and is not reported to be arcing, sparking, or on fire. *See
recommended dispatch procedures, as in some jurisdictions may not require a fire response.

Notes:
*

= Indicate in the remarks if HAZARDOUS materials are involved or present.
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